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Ronnie Laws
concert
cancelledBy DAVID ADAMS

"The same thing happened with
The jazz ~oncert scheduled for
Leaving them, Laws freelancea
Wed. Feb. 23", featuring Ronnie Herbie Hancock when his group around town, playin.g with the Los
Laws and his group "Pressure," "The Head Hunters" went out on Angeles band "Ujima," and worked
has been cancelled.
their own. Hancock had to cancel with his brother Hubert Laws,
all eight of the scheduled dates," writing and trying to for~ his own
According to Jeff Gheen, road
group.
manager for Laws, "The bass said Drinkwater.
Ronnie Laws originally came
A group was-formed and tapes
player and keyboard man quit last
Wednesday night for reasons · from a musical family. At age .12 were made and taken to the Blue
he started to play the alto sax and Note Record Company resulting in
known only to them. There had
later switched from alto to tenor in the breaking of a ma.ior artist.
been no previous disagreement
between Laws and the members of high school. In college he specialized in flute at Stephen F. Austin ~aws first album, Pressure Senhis group."
· sitive; became the largest -selling
Laws had just finished his new in Texas.
After college there followed debut album in the 37 year history
album Friends and Strangers and
planned to play from the selections stints with various bands begin- of Blue Note Enterprizes. His
on 'their Pacific Northwest tour .ning with a rock and ·roll group second "Fever" fulfills the promise
called "Von Ryans Express" and 'of· his first, and his latest album
when the two members quit.
Laws was also booked to play at then moved into other jobs with Friends and Strangers is foreseen
Oregon State University in Eu- local bands, "Quincy. Jones and to out do the previous two. ·
gene and Eastern in Cheney.
Walter Bishop."
There were only about 100
Laws then joined "Earth Wind tickets sold for the Laws concert
"It would have taken too long
for the members who quit to be
and Ffre;'. He was on their first. throughout the campus _and the
replaced," said Gheen "otherwise
Columbia album and had a strong other. outlets, and a full refund is
Laws would have played."
promised from .the BOC.
influence on the group's music.
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According to· p_rof's study_

Student stress may prod suicide
By DOUG HEIMBIGNER
First in a two-part series on
counseling students ~th suicide
tendencies or attempts on campus.

"There are points in time when
, possibly anyone could be tempted
to take their life," responded Colin
Condit of the Psychology department in a recent interview concerning campus suicides. Condit
continued, "Suicide becomes an
end ·in itself for the depressed
person."
The National Center for Health
Statistics reports suicide is the
second leading cause of death
among college students in the US.
Apparently campus life is not all
it is envisioned to be for those who
have difficulty in coping with
problems. It appears the campus
environment may have a pressuring effect on the student who
attends an institution of higher
education.
According to Brent Q. Hafen
and Eugene J. Faux, authors of
Self Destructive Behavior, "An
alarming rate increase has been
noticed among young persons between 15-24 years of age ... " Hafen
and Faux concluded, based on
research conducted at Cornell,

Harvard, Yale and the University
in depression and a feeling of
of Michigan, that campus suicide is
inadequacy.
Condit reflected on the circuma serious . problem. They state,
"The results of these studies
stances when a student tries to
indicated that the suicide problem
achieve too much by saying,
"Along with this intense need to
was . substantial and implied that
the risk of suicide was greater for
succeed, impossible goals are set
students than for their nonacawhich can nev~ be attained."
Close personal relationships
demic peers.''
that · end suddenly can cause
Psychologists observe that stuemotional stress that may provoke
dents turn to . suicide when it
a suicide attempt. Also, constant
appears there isn't any hope of
demands by close friends may
solving their problems. They just
seem unreasonable to the student
give up trying to cope. Accominvolved in such a situation. Death
panying these frustrations are
of a close relative or friend is
strong feelings of depression, guilt
depressing and may cause the
and frequently alienation.
student to have guilty feelings
"These are students who can't
see any · alternatives for themabout the loss.
Condit emphasized the imporselves. So they decide that they
tant role that environment plays in
might as well end it all," explained
suicides, noting that there is a
Condit. - .
definite effect on potential suicides
Problems . that may cause a
by their surroundin'g environment.
student to consider suicide as an
escape are the same that most . Most people who attempt
suicide, indicate in advance,
students face eventually. These
through various signals and warinclude academic stress, pressure
nings, their intent to destroy
by parents, personal relationships
and adapting to an unfamiliar
themselves. Usually such warnings
environment.
are directed towards close friends,
Generally, in all' students there
relatives or a roommate. However,
is a stron,g- desire to succeed, not
.frequently these signals are ign'lred or forg-otten by those who
only for personal gratification, but
also to fullfill parental expecta- • are -closely -involved with the
tions. Failure to do so may result student.

Des<;ripti9ns of some possibl~
detection signs of a planned smcide were pointed out by Condit
who said, "There is a process of
withdrawal from friends, less con. tact by the student with room"mates and classmates. Also,
'talking in self-destructive terms.
:With depression, look for hidden
·hostilities, ·· concluded Condit.
8tudies of major nniver~ities in
' the US and Great Britian suggest
that students are more suicidal

than non-students for corresponding age groups. Often times the
-percentage total ~>f attempted
suicide of the student group was
·, twice that of the non-student
group.
Condit summed up the emotions
of suicidal student.s by cxpJaining,
"It's very difficult to reach ~he
,point to end one's life. It must be
tne last straw, with deliberate
feelings within to take his or her
life."
·

Tuitio,n standstill looks bleak

There are currently four tuition
increase bills before the House
Higher Education Committee. A
fifth bill fro.m Gov. Ray is expected
in the near future. Two of the bills
would set tuition at 20 per cent of
educational costs.
Consequently, as costs continually go up the tuition rates would
automatically go up. Starting with
fall quarter 1977, th·e tuition would
' be $205 per quarter. This would
mean an increase of $108 per year.
In addition, the tuition would
automatically go up each biennium
(two year period).
Tuition is currently set by state
statute. The specific dollar amount
is written into law. If this percentage of cost bill passes, tuition
will automatically go up every
other year w'ith no chance for
public scrutiny.
As it now exists, the Legislature
must hold public hearings whenever it wants to increase the

tuition rate. At that time, all of the tuition.
concerned parties are allowed to
The most undesirable of these
present arguments for or 'against four bills is the bill that would set
the increase. Passage of this tuition as _a percentage of cost.
percentage bill would make tuition · Tuiti9n rates for non-resident stuincreases automatic and the Legi- dents under this bill would be 90
slature would not even have to per cent of cost. This increase
vote on it.
would ' be phased in over a four
A third bill would raise tuition year period but by 1981 non-resiat Central to $193 per quarter, an dents would be paying over $1,000
increase of $72 per year. In per quarter for tuition. Such an
addition, the bill would set up a increase would be devastating on
Department of Tuition Adjust- our non-resident student populament. This department would be tion.
responsible for adopting criteria
Committee hearings on the tuiby which low income students tion bills will be held the week of
could have their tuition reduced by Feb. 21-25. It is important that we
varying amounts.
forcefully 'express our opposition
A fourth bill would adjust the to a tuition increase. A person can
tuition rate biannually based on write their legislator in Olympia.
the average state wage.
One can also call the toll · free
At this time, the prospects of "Hotline" number 1-800-562-6000
totally avoiding a tuition increase
(toll free). If one can't afford to pay
does not look good. The mood of more to attend college, do somethe State Legislature is definitely thing about it. Call or write the
leaning toward an increase in
legislators.

CARRIE PETERSON [top] and Rosemary Ohler take advantage of
the unconditionally warm weather to catch up on thei_r studying, and
also _to soak up some rays [photo by George May].
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·NORML bolsters decriminalization
The State Legislature is currently considering House Bill · 257,
which would decriminalize possession of small amounts of mari. juana. This "Marijuana Education
and Control Act of 1977" would
provide non-criminal penalties for
the possession of 28 grams or le~s
of marijuana.
The conditions of the bill would
· be as follows:
(a) A person who (1) possesses
or controls twenty-eight grams or
less of marijuana, or (2) engages in
the production of a quantity of
marijuana equivalent to twenty
eight grams or less of dried
marijuana shall be guilty of a
violation punishable by a penal~y
assessment of not more than
$25.
'
(b) A person who (1) uses
marijuana on a public street or
sidewalk or on the premises of a
public carrier or business establishment or any other public place,
or (2) possesses or controls more
than 28 grams but less that 40
grams of marijuana, or (3) possesses on one'e person any amount
of marijuana while operating a
motor vehicle or aircraft shall,
upon conviction, be guilty of a
misdemeanor . .
(c) A person \\'.ho (1) sells any
quantity of marijuana, or (2)
possesses or controls 40 grams or
more of marijuana is guilty of a

crime, and upon conviction may be will be felt for years."
Advisory Board are Senator Philip
NORML supports the removal Hart, Senator Jacob Javits, Geralimprisoned for not more than five
of all criminal and civil penalties do Rivera and Dr. Benjamin
years, fined not more than $10,000
or both.
for private possession of mari- Spock.
This bill, added to Chapter 308 . juana for personal use. "The right
In 1975, the Supreme Court of .
from the Executive Session of of possession should include other Alaska became the first State
1971, was introduced by Rep. Alan acts incidental to such possession, Supreme Court to rule that posThompson and 12 co-sponsors. It including cultivation and trans- session and use of marijuana is
was read for the first time on J,ortation for personal use and entitled to constitutional protecJanuary 17, 1977, and referred to a the casual, non-profit tran sfers of tion. In the unanimous landmark
committee.
small amounts of marijuana." .
decision, the Court said there was
States decriminalizing possesNORML is opposed to "arbi- "no firm evidence" marijuana use
sion are: Alaska, California, Colo- trary quantity limitations as the was harmful to user or to society,
rado, Maine, Ohio, Oregon, South standard for defining what consti- and that "mere scientific doubts
Dakota and Minnesota.
tutes possession for personal use. cannot justify government intruThe National Orizanization for While quantity limitations appear sion into the privacy of the home.''
the Reform of Marijuana Laws to be a necessary interim statuThe American Civil Liberties
(NORML) is working on this tory approach to decriminaliza- Union (ACLU) of Washington
campaign. Bills are now before tion, the law should reflect the State is another organization workboth Senate and House commit- reality of differences in usuage ing for this cause. The ACLU
tees to remove federal criminal patterns and behavior and should opposes laws criminalizing the
penalties for possession of mari- recognize the inherent shortcom- possession, use and sale of marijuana.
ings of artitrary ounce limita- juana for these reason's:
According to one of the' direc- tions.''
(1) They impose arbitrary, o(ten
tors of NORML, Ransey Clark,
NORML shares the recommen- harsh and ~ruel penalties for
NORML has been the most effec- dations of the National Commis- private . conduct for which no
tive force in expressing the need sion on Marijuana and Drug Abuse criminal penalty at all is appropto protect millions of America's that Statutory distinctions based riate.
constitutional rights from unfair on potency are neither disirable
(2) They impose all of the
and oppressive anti-marijuana nor feasible at the present time. hardships of an arrest, an arrest
laws.
Because of current usage patterns record and often a prison term on
"I have worked with NORML and the practical problems in- otherwise law-abiding young peofrom the beginning and am greatly herent in controlling potency in an ple.
impressed with their nationwide unregulated market, distinctions
(3) They are selectively enprograms of legislative reform and between less potent and more forced.
court challenges. NORML has potent varieties are unwarranted,
(4) Their enforcement relies on
put together an organization of impractical and unfair.
entrapment, illegal searches and
concerned citizens whose impact
Among members of NORML's other means which violate civil
liberties. ·
(5) They encourage police corruption.
.
(6) They divert law enforcement
money and manpower from the
enforcement of laws against seriA new and special committee . tion, safety, health, financial aid,
The BOC would then be able to ous crimes.
was created by the Board of housing codes and political up- make its decisions on a more
(7) They engender contempt for
Control. BOC this ql.larter. The dates.''
informed basis. The result would law.
committee is called. ASC commitAs far as recruitment, the be immeasureable in worth.
(8) They interfere with honest
tee on legislative and political committee would try to recruit
Mueggler added, "To become efforts to educate young people
activity.
members from the existing State involved, call or drop by the ASC about the dangers of drug use and
The purpose of this committee is College Council (SCC) people, and office in the SUB and ask to apply to combat problems of drug abuse.
to maintain student involvement advertise for student~ who might for membership. All those wishing
NORML also states the use of
and awareness of current legisla- be interested in being a part of this to serve will be given the oppor- marijuana involves protected contion and political activity within committee.
tunity.''
stitutional rights, including the
the student realm.
"Each member of the committee
If anybody has questions or is right to privacy, Intrusion by
The proposal, drafted by Scott would be encouraged to pursue hesitant about the time and work government on such a constituMueggler, recognizes a need for one or more areas of interest and involved, call John Drinkwater or tionally · protected act places a
Central students to become more become, 'expert', in that field," Scott Mueggler at 963-1691 or stop burden of justification upon govaware of the legal activity around Mueggler said.
by the ASC office.
ernment. That burden has not
and concerning them.
"No item of interest is too small been met with respect to federal
The group would also est~blish or great to be ignored. Come on arid state laws imposing severe
According to Mueggler. "Areas
of possible !nt~r.e~t include; d~ itself with student action bodies down and zero in on it," Mueggler penalties on the use and possesdriminalization of marijuana, tui- located in Washington, these bod- said.
sion of marijuana_. .
ies include; State College Council
and Washington Student Legislature.
According to Mueggler. "In
Tropical Fish every instance. the committee
on as we wanted, we did accompBy DAVID ADAMS
member should recognize that he
J\11 aquarium &
lish a lot. Some people were
or she will be conveyjng the image
wondering why it only lasted a
'>f Central and should do their
fish supplies
·
nMore people are aware of Blac~.: week.''
· utmost to do their best job.''
Hours: noon to 6 pm
history now t~an they Were before
'l'he BSU sponsored a variety of
The primary benefit of this
we had Black History Week," said activites, including a potluck · din962-9166
Rte. 3 ·
'~oup would be the BOC's use of
Leedia Brown as she described th~ ner and a film, If There Weren't
Leclld i . . .
the group's collective information. 'success of the past week.
Any Black People You Would
, ON ••:datt M'•" o. w-. ~ llM
The committee would serve as the
.
'Have To Invent Them.
closed Sun. & Mon. · information gathering arm of the _Feb. 6-12 was National Black . "There were .33 people at the
History Week observed. not only dinner," said Brown. "Evervone
. _ -....-------~ . BOC.
by the Black Student Um~n ~BSU) - was invited including Chic~n-os,
at Central, but by a maJonty of Native Americans and Whites."
~lack~ on college campuses na- BSU is just not for Blacks, but for
tionw1de.
everybody and has some non- Blac k
over 300 pr.
"It was a great week alto- members.
gether," said Brown. "Though we
· "We also had "The Afro AmerHAND MADE, FULLY LEATHER
didn't have as many things going ic~n Players" fro~ African Vill~ge

:B OCcreatespolitical b r a n C h

OVERTONS

'

Boot Sale!

GET SECOND PAIR FREE!
ALL OTHER SELECTIONS

30% OFF·
men's, women's, &
children's sizes

The bill has been carefully
written so people with charges of
marijuana violations will not have
to fear that the records of these .,.
violations will be available to harm
" them later. It also needs to be
understood this bill does not
include hash or hash oil; they a.
remain covered by the current
state law.
NORML has received endorsements from The Seattle Times and
The Bremerton Sun, the Governor's Advisory Council on Drug
Abuse Prevention, the Washington State Council on Crime and
Delinquency and Chief Robert
Hanson of the Seattle Police
Department.
According to a poll conducted
for the state's Drug Abuse Prevention Office, a majority of
Washington citizens favor a re-•
duction in penalties for possession.
Of the 55 percent of the respondents who offered an opinion, 24
percent favored either making
marijuana completely legal or
usinl! a small fine with no jail term
as the penalty, (31 percent).
The ACLU and NORML urge
support in favor of House
Bill 257. They have sent statewide petitions to the Leg-islature. It
is also possible to get printed
letters to send to Governor Ray. If
any Central student of faculty
member is interested in getting:.
more information, write: W~sh
ington NORML, P.O. Box 5651,
University Station, Seattle, 98105.
pu~lic

This article was written to give
readers more information on House
Bill 257. This article does not
indicate endorsement by the Campus Crier.

Black Weekobserved awareness

""'°'

LINED BOOT. BUY ONE PAIR-

The ACLU favors decriminalization of the iJossession, use and
sale of ~arijuana and it recogn~zes
as an important interim step
citation laws recently adopted in
other states treating the possession of small amounts of marijuana
similar to a minor -traffic violation.
Under these laws the offender
receives a summons similar to a
traffic ticket and he is subject to a
small fine.
He or she is not
subject to arrest or imprisonment
nor is he or she left with a
permanent criminal record.

ORGAN RECITAL
DAVID RUBERG -,
FROM

St. Marks Cathedral
in Seattle
at

Grace Episcopal Church
101 West 1 2th street

Sunday Feb. 20th
no admission charge

in Yakima performing in the SUB
last .Wednesday.'' Said Brown,
"They ranged -- in ageSfrom-- 8-i.\and were excellent dancers.
Attendance for the performance
was around 300.
"The purpose of 'Black History
Week' was to have the people in
society become ·appreciative about
Blacks and the contributions they.
have made," Brown said.
Acca'~ding to-Mike Clark. BSU
advisor, " 'Black History Week'
presents the opportunity for Black~
to present themselves.''
"Since the 60's, there has been a
lag in the awareness in Blacks,"
Clark said. "After Arthur Haley"_,
Roots there was a jump in awareness in Blacks in society. We are
trying now to make people of
Black history remembered."
One black man who is generally
~overlooked was Charles Drew.
Dre"' invented blood plasma which
sa \' e") millions of lives each day
but Drew himself bled to death
after being refused admittance to
a hospital because he was Black·
"In my mind we are still dealing
with myths and crazy impressions
about people," Clark said.
The BSU's future plans includ
another dance, the selling of Black
history calenders and a bar-b-que
for it's members.
The BSU office is located in SU~
213. Office hours are 10-2 with the
first and third Sundays of each
month at 3 for general meetings.
I
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Christianson to retire
in 1978 after 3 l years
By DAVID PAYSON
In 1947 Bert Christianson came
to Central to teach music for what
he thought would be "no more
than two or three years."
He is still here, thirty years
later, and still teaching music.
Now he plans to retire at the end
of the 1978 summer quarter.
He explained how those "two or
three _ years" merged into three
decades: "I got so busy and the job
was so challenging, I couldn't leave
it once I got going."
Christianson's decision to retire
next year will bring to an end a
long and distinguished music career at Central, one that for him is
rich in memories.
"When I first came here there
were only five other faculty members in the music department," he
said.
"I taught all the wind
instruments. I had to teach brass,
percussion, woodwinds, as well as
the band. I started a stage band
the first year I was here. In those
days, though, we called it a dance
band. There were a lot of older
students back from the service
who wanted to play in it."
Today's music students are better prepared for college:level music than students of the past were,

BERT CHRISTIANSON

English department lacks funds
By CLINT ROBBINS

is very complete but the decline in
"Although some have been here the enrollment and the demise in
longer," said . Anthony Canedo, "I the profession is a fact."
guess I've seen as much as anyone
"Young people don't seem wilcan."
ling to take courses in the humaniCanedo, who began as Central's ties because we're not oriented to
English department ' chairperson problem-solving."
at the start of last summer quarter
He said the job of the chairperand will serve until 1980, has been son is to find the strengths of the
at the college 15 years and has department and push them.
served in· many _capacities.
"Aside from the lousy paper work,
Before he began teaching Eng- we have to work out and adminislish full time, Canedo had been ter the faculty policies and our
·associate dean of arts and sciences, decisions are not all that imporassistant vice president for acade- tant."
mic affairs and finally acting dean
"We represent the department
of the new school of arts and and we reflect what the departhumanities.
ment is," he explained and con"I've been through the good tinued, "We have enough money in
years when there -was a large the English department to buy
enrollment and the faculty was supplies but no money for conincreasing," he said.' "The powers- ferences." Canedo sa'id the lack of
that-be in Olympia were predic- money for conferences for the
ting an increasing enrollment but faculty is the most unfortunate
their prophecie_s were wrong. "In- consequence. "This is the hardest
stead of increasing, the enrollment problem because it is at the
has gone down in the last few conferences where you can exyears." He added that there are change information with others
now only 18 faculty members in his about the essential problems."
department.
Another result of the . lack of
''The reduction in the student - enough funding is that "there is no
population can be attributed to a money for a good film program or
disenchantment with the humani- the development of English clubs."
ties all over the country. Young
Although he didn't know if any
people seem to think English is factllty member would be r'equired
useless," he said. "There is more to leave in the near future because
interest in money." · As an exam· of the lack of money, Canedo said
pie, Canedo pointed out that
journalism is very popular instead
of English because the former
offers the ·student an immediate
occupation.
"Every faculty member should.
be requiring papers of the students," he said. "English teaching

there was been a decline in the
faculty in recent years because
"when someone retires, they aren't
replaced."
He noted that his department is
involved in off-campus programs-courses in otner cities--"because
we try to pick up student credit
hours wherever we' can."
· In reference to the decline in
interest of young people in the
humanities, Canedo said, "It's a
matter of attitude. This generation has been indoctrinated by the
media and there isn't the respect
for the authority of knowledge any
more.
"We have more respect for the
prima donna on the basketball
court," he said and added that,
while the sports star may .deserve
the respect, "the college should
support other things of the mind
and spirit."
He commented that certain attitudes should be developed in
people to change the trent "to a
renaissance of humanistic study.

"I want to be optimistic (about
future interest in humanities), but
I haven't anything to go by," he
said. "We should get it inculcated
in people that there are other
things for them to be interested in
and this will broaden out their
interests.

Christianson said. "The organiza- adjustment freshmen have to make
tions (music groups) are so much to Central's music program is
'better now. The students have getting serious about their goals
better backgrounds. The teachers and learning to really extend
we put in the field are much better themselves.
prepared to teach, so we get
Two reasons he feels students
better students."
can gain a superior music educaFor him, Christianson said, the tion at -C entral are a good faculty
most rewarding facet of teaching and a variety of opportunities to
music has been working with
perform. "We're concerned with
young people and watching them · students," he said. "We're inter"develop and become something jn ested in seeing that they're suctheir own right in music."
cessful in music and we offer them
In this respect, Christianson has a wide variety of opportunities to
been rewarded many times. Many show their musical abilities."
·of his former students have made a
Taking his music ensembles on
name for themselves in the music tours has provided Christianson
field, both in teaching and per- with some humorous memories.
forming.
He recalled an Eastern Washing"I just went through the latest ton tour in 1949 when his band
State of Washington Music Edu- set-off in two old government
cators Directory (a publication buses that the Air Force had given
that lists all of the state's music the college.
teachers) and found 145 of my
"We got as far as Vantage," he
former students listed in it as band said, "when one of the buses
directors," he said with obvious started overheating so badly that
pride.
we had to return to the college and
This list of Christianson's for- transfer students into private
mer students includes Bob Pa- - cars. Even at that, we still made it
nerio, who is a current ·member of to Wenatchee in time to play the
Central's music faculty. Panerio concert. ·Our next stop on the tour
has made a name for himself was Chelan, and I remember we
nationally as a composer and almost had to push the remaining
arranger, having a number of his bus up the 'Chelan Grade. Since
then we've taken Greyhound."
music compositions published.
His students have also scored a
When asked if he would choose
success on th,e performance end.
the
same career again, Christian"Three of them are currently
playing with the Stan - Kenton son responded, "I think so. I've
never been sorry that I became a
Orchestra," he said, "and John
teacher, and I've never been sorry
Ward, who is a 1971 graduate of
our program, is now one of the that I came to this school. It has
been very good to me. I've also
most successful arrangers and
become involved in the commumusicians in the Los Angeles
nity, and I'm going to stay in
area."
Ellensburg
after I retire. Our
Christianson said there are some
here, and I like the golf
frustrating aspects to his job. He friends are
course.' 1
'
talked of some of them. "Well, my
job consists of so much more than
He said when he retires the
just teaching. For example, I'm thing he will miss the most will be
going to take a group on tour soon,
conducting the band. "I hope to do
and I've been working everyday some music clinics and judge
for over two months, trying to get contests," he said. "I might even
the tour arranged. Just doing the start performing. Maybe I'll start
necessary paperwork and organi- a retired mens' orchestra of some
zation is very time consuming. If kind. There's a big demand for
you could just teach and didn't orchestras that can perform ·good
have all the other worries, it would dance music, so I just might go
be so much better."
back to work. But I'm not going to
Christianson said the biggest sit around. I know that."

LET''S GET
ACQUAINTED
Your campus Episcopal Minister,.Father Woody, is interested in You,
your needs, concerns, and ideas. Please come join us at the
CENTER FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY _
9th & .__A]der Feb. 22 at 7 pm
There will be an informal communion service and discussion
F'or further

gr~up.

info call 963-3196 or 925-9782.
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Opinion page
John T. Thomas

Jesse had more than high times

In the fall of 18 and 76 the
Dalton, Younger and James Gangs
rode out to Northfield, Minnesota.
"Jesse, I think you've been
smoking too much pot lately."
"What do you mean, Cole?"
"Take this morning, you were an
hour late for our gun lessons. I
don't want you to take offense, but
we can't tell if you plain don't want
to teach us or you're flat losing
your touch."
"Cole, beautiful, wonderful Cole,
I'd never get mad at anything you
said, why I love you."
"See what I mean, just what you
~ just said, you never use to talk
that way."
"I love you, Cole."
They roared into the Northfield
Bank making definite demands at
gunpoint.
"Let's do a number before the
fracus starts,"
"Are you crazy, Jesse, I think
these folks knew we were coming."
The town's people recognized at
once what was taking place.
"Aw come on, let's do a number;
' it will make us all feel a lot better."
A withering gunfight followed in
which Bill Chadwell, Clell Miller
and a couple of citizens were cut
down.

"Okay, I give in, give me a pull."
Charlie Pitts went to his death.
"'Isn't this wonderful, Cole?Have
you ever. seen a more beautiful
<1utumn day?"
"I love you, Jessee."
Although Cole Younger's big
body felt the bite of five bullets, he
stayed on his feet to bow to the
ladies as the wagon rolled them off
to jail.
"Wow ... this is good pot-my horse
has turned into a multi-colored
parrot."
Bill Chadwell, Clell Miller, Jim
Younger, Bob Younger and Cole
received life terms, but Cole
Younger was paroled after 25
years. Jesse flew off into the
sunset.
Twenty five years later.
"Mr. Younger, I'm J.T. Thomas,
roving reporter, and the man who
asks: who's robbing this bank, me
or Jesse?"
"What can I do for you?"
"Rumor has it that Jesse James
had become a head sometime
between the Great Northfield Raid
and when he was shot in the back
by Bob Ford. I was wondering if
. you had any evidence to support
this claim?"
"It's the truth." ,
It's the truth.
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Harold Lone

Drugs a permanent staple for some students ·
-The subject of drug abuse has
become increasinglf visible in
recent years.
The efforts of Keith Stoup's
National Organization f~r the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML)
has been followed closely, and
NORML itself has carried on
advertising campaigns.
,
Dozens of books have : been
written on the subject, varying
widely in style and attit'ude-from
novels like The Cross ,and the
Switchblade to long, den~ly composed essays like The Politics of
Heroin in Southeast Asia. ·
Newspaper articles have been
written by the thousands.
Despite the medias devotion of
time and space to drug abuse all
share one characteristic, avoiding
any portrait of the drug user. as a
·
human being.
If you want to examine th~ legal
consequences of smoking dope,
read the pamphlets from NOJitML.
If you are curious about} the
political effects of mass-prodi:ction
~~ium farms, read The Politics of

Heroin. If you desire to see .drugs ·
as the villian in an arbitrary
struggle between good and evil,
watch television · sometime between 8 and 11 pm.
However, if you are interested
in questions concerning t~e user's
mind, the search becomes more
difficult. How are illicit drugs
obtained? What are the average
user's fears when dealing with
such drugs? How does his view of
life, of morality, differ from that of
the non-user?
In an ~ttempt to lessen this_gap
in knowledge, 12 drug consumers
were interviewed about actions
and opinions. Because of the
sensitivity of the subject-and
because the behavior they discussed was illegal-the interviewees
shall remain anonymous.
However, this much can bee
revealed about their identity. Ten
of the subjects were Central
students, th~ee of whom lived
off-campus. Of the other two, one
was a high school student, and the
other had dropped out of college
_ after fall quarter.
Four of those questioned were

women, and as a sidelight, only
two of the men had hair which fell
The
much below the collar.
shortest interview was 20 minutes; the longest, an hour and a
half.
After gathering together all the
information and dialogue received,
three major conclusions may be
drawn.
First, so many kinds of drugs
are so easily available there is no
realistic hope of removing them
from the campus. Second, drug
use cannot be described as the
abuse of a single chemical, despite
the fact marijuana was commonly
encountered. Finally, the harmful
physical effects of drugs are
admitted and accepted, much as
hangovers are an accepted part of
liquor.
The matter of acquiring drugs
arouses all sorts of emotions, not
·the least of which is pride. When
one man was asked if he could get
a lid in an hour, he said, "Hell, I
could get a pound of dope in an
hour." The enthusiasm in his voice
was obvious.
Put in a more dramatic way, one
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could say this person could get seemed quite pleased with the
dope quicker than he could beer, prospect.
This exchange took place besince he was underage, and it
t ween two self-admitted "hardcore
usually took him longer .than an
dopers":
hour to get someone who was 21.
There was also a hint of fear in
"Y'know, I read in one book •
dope dealing. When the same where yu're supposed to take
person was asked the exact proce- opium before you go to an X-rated
dure for buying the marijuana, he movie. Why don't we smoke some,
replied, "Oh, I just get it from a then go to Fringe Benefits?"
•
friend of mine." When queried
"No, no," the other user replied.
more persistently, he needed re- "It's too early.
Besides, with
peated assurance of anonymity. opium costing $400 a gram, it'd be
Not once did he offer information too much of a waste if it didn't
beyond "the friend of mine."
work."
The mystery of those friendly
One man described the previous
sources is matched only by their weekend as a "full house." "I got ~
effectiveness. In all the deals stoned three times and drunk
reported to the interviewer (about twice in one night"
20) the recipients were frustrated
What might concern the nonexactly once. The dealers were user most about these experi- .varied in the products they sold- ments is the unexpected ill effects
opium, LSD, "speed," and the old they might have. This worry does
reliable, marijuana.
not pre-occupy the average user
The . side array of drugs was on campus. The people interviewed •
confusing to the interviewer, since took the risk of a bad reaction as
he was working under the assump- necessary to obtaining pleasure.
tion users· experiences were limitIf, as in one case, a person is
ed mainly to one chemical at a lethargic as a sloth the day after •
time. That assumption was incor- taking nine joints and half a bottle
rect.
Eleven of the 12 had of Tequila, one doesn't take this as
combined different drugs at one a punishment from Heaven and
time_or another, hoping to get the then swear off drugs forever. He 4
best" of both substances. In fact, simply notes . the mixture, and
speculation on the results of makes a point of avoiding it in the
various mixtures made up the bulk future.
of the interviews.
The oldesf member of those ~
One person said, "What I'd interviewed was asked this quesreally like to do is drink a couple of tion, and he responded by saying it
beers, then take a hit or two off a was unfair. "Why don't you ask ..
bong (an exotic style of water the cigarette smokers why they
pipe)."
The . subject did not risk lung cancer? Why don't you
adequately describe what .one felt ask the drinkers .why they risk
after consuming this, but he alcoholism?"

Coupon--Save

2FOR1PIZZA
Buy one med_i~m size pizza
and ~et . one of equal value
FREE. This -coupon is good
during the month of
February for in-store purchases only.
_805 N. A St. Ellensburg
1

This coupon is good during February and March for
in-store purchases only.
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To the editor
tor" system it is nearly worthless .
Here are some of the reasons:
1. It is presented in class where
you must write rather than type
your evaluation and after 12 weeks
your handwriting is recognizable.
2. It is presented ori the last class
day or after your final when you are
Jane Snyder wrote an editorial in
physically fatigued and mentally
the Crier last week in response to
preoccupied with last minute
our unpublished letter. Rather than
details.
speaking to you. we feel her first
3. Many professors request it be
.course of action should have been to
completed before you leave the
consult us. Our literary skills and
classroom completely precluding
accuracy were attacked. Unfortunthe time necessary for you to comately you just have her word on that.
pose a sound statement.
Our letter was to inform prospec4. In many cases the professors
tive students of our opinion of a
read them first then. perhaps, some
~ particular class and instructor. We
or all go to the department chairentered this course because we felt
man.
it would contain valuable informa- - since action o.n student comtion for us and for a great number of
plaints can be taken only a(ter veri,.,. you in the future. Throughout the
fication through these evaluations
course we found poorly organized
we feel the students should demand
and poorly delivered lectures about
a better system. We can suggest at
the incidentals rather than the meat
least a partial solution:
of the course, opinions stated as
1. Course evaluation forms
facts, a deaf ear to points of disshould be distributed to students
agreement and a text which we contwo weeks prior to finals week.
sidered to be biased and sexist.
2. Departments should provide
• Using the text would not have matan office box where students can
tered so much had we been able to
mail or deposit the completed
discuss its strong and weak points , , forms.
but the professor's defensive atti3. Department heads should read
tude and cutting remarks preand record the replies before precluded any classroom participasenting them to the instructor.
tion. Even suggestions on possible
4. Instructors should receive the
ways to improve the course gave
evaluations only after grades are
rise to indignant overton~s and verposted .
bal statements we didn 't know
We were pleased to hear the busienough about to suggest anything.
ness department has a computer
There is much more, but space for
printout evaluation of all courses
this reply is limited.
and instructors, posted before signAs Snyder explained in her artiup each quarter. It is entirely feascle, the Crier was not an instruible to have such a pdntout at each
ment for this kind of grievance , We
department desk in the SUB during
• realized that and used it a:S a last
registration for prospective sturesort. We did approach the proper . dents to examine.
channels first but were brushed
Our hands are tied to correct the
aside lightly because other stuinjustice we suffered last quarter;
dents ' evaluations did not reflect
however, it is possible to begin a
our opinions. We all know why .
program now to eliminate some of
. There are so many flaws with the
these same mistakes in the future.
"evaluation of course and instrucTt is easy enough forprofess_ors to

Bend a

deaf ear

-- Opinion:

Stu McMullen

Students ring HOTLINE
During the time that I have . Committee, House of Representabeen at Central, the involvement tives, Olympia, WA 98504.)
by stuaents in Central's decision
If stamp money is hard to come
making process has declined. The by, drop your letter by the ASC
students who have gotten involved office and have the secretary put it
have jumped in over their heads, in my box and I will purchase the
while others seem to express no stamp for you. In addition, if you
~- desire at all in helping to deterare not a typist, just drop your
mine their own future.
rough draft off and I will see that it
For example, the student gov- gets typed and sent in, free of
ernment is trying to help all . charge. But remember, act quickstudents by fighting the proposed ly.
tuition increase. But, their efforts
After taking these two easy
alone are not going to do the job. steps, it would be of _v alue to call
In order to effectively minimize your folks and tell them to follow
the amou.nt of tuition increase, we the same procedure. We need all
are all going to have to join in the the support we can get. A $50
fight.
increase in tuition means 20 more
To join in this fight does not hours of work this summer to
mean that we must all become make up the difference.
overly active in any process that is
Quite frankly, if more input is
foreign to anyone. To help our not received by the Legislators in
student government's tuition fight . Olympia from students, our tuition
we must only do two or three will most likely jump out of sight.
things.
By taking a few minutes out of
The first and most direct action your schedule, we can help to
we as students must take in order minimize the amount of tuition
f! to help defer a tuition increase is
increase.
to call the toll-free Olympia HotIf we · follow our present course
Line at 1-800-562-6000.
of action we will be paying the
An operator will answer and ask price next year. Will you be able
what type of message you want to to handle it?
leave. Your reply should be that
you want legislators and representatives from your voting district to know that you are against
a tuition increase because ... (and
list the reasons why) .
.•
The next step to take in fighting
the tuition increase is to write
Representative Phyllis· K. Erickson, chairperson of the higher
education committee. Again Hst
the reasons why you are against a
tuition increase. Her address is:
(Chairperson Higher Education

force their standards of conduct and
performance on students and to
eliminate those unable to meet the
standards necessary for a college
degree. It seems students should
the same right to eliminate or
provide the necessary incentive to
improve the standards of instruc· tors not adequately fulfilling their
roles in our college and to voice an
opinion as to whether or not a course
is worth the time. effort and money
spent on it .
Gloria Spatafore
Margo Brown

have

Success
may lie
The article appearing in the Feb.
3 edition of the Crier titled "Exam

Success Lies in Ability to Use Time
., Wisely" is accurate and helpful
: informatfon, and that it is stems
from two premises:
1. Education/learning is equated with memorizing.
2. What the professor feels is
important IS what is important.
Such is an appalling stance to be
found in "higher education" - or
anywhere for that matter. That we
all take it for granted is itself a condemnation of what we call education. I wish students and faculty
alike were insulted by it.
, Sincerely,
Rodney E. Converse, Director
Educational Opportunities
Program

0 n e he Ck
f
0 a g0 y . .

Central's residence halls and
apartments (the area of hi.s
responsibility) consist of 15 !'~§!
_dence halls with 1035 rooms where
students reside and 497 apartments. The problem occurred
because five of these rooms. rooms
occupied by students since the
building was constructed in 1915 .
were inadvertently reassigned.
Two of the rooms were not assigned to students except for two
quarters since fall quarter 1974 and
not again after spring quarter 1976 .
Regarding the othert.hre.e rooms. it
was first thought by removing the
corridor door and room furniture
from one room we would provide
the needed fire exit. and therefore,
the door and the furniture were removed for two years only to be inadvertently replaced at a later date.
Rather than construct two additional walls and install two additional doors at this time, occupants
of the three rooms have been moved . Two rooms on this floor are now
occupied by students, and they have
adequate fire exits in the unlikely
event of fire . With an area of
responsibility so large, it is possible
an oversight of this nature might, on
a rare occasion, happen. Jim and
the whole college housing st~ff are
thankful for the opportunity to rectify the oversight.
Jim will not be reprimanded. It
takes a special type of person to be a
· director of housing se,rvices
cial in that there is the need for a
person in the job to have a great
number of skills and concern for
students. The ability to handle
many different situations and problems at the same time make this
position more difficult to fill in an
effective and compassionate
manner. The fact Jim was willing to
· publicly take responsibility of this
oversight is proof of his concern and
compassion. Jim Hollister is the
special type of person needed here
at Central , and I and many others
are very glad he is here.
College housing is concerned
about, and makes major efforts in
fire protection and is appreciative
and supportive of the Fire Department, whose inspections and input
· help keep our residence halls very
sa fe and sound. Too often those who
deserve praise are criticized publicly. I hope this lette~ corrects this
deficiency in regard to Jim
Hollister. He does one heck of a job
and is one heck of a person, and I am
personally proud to have him in the
service of fOllege housing

Gary Fisher's opinion article in
the Feb. 3 issue of the Crier raised
serious questions regarding fire
protection in the r~sidence halls
and the competence of ·Jim
Hollister, director of housing ser-.
vices.
The protection of the residents of
college housing_ has always been ~
major concern of Jim Hollister and
those in the college housing · department and major efforts have
. been made over the years to com- ·
ply with directives of the Fire
Department and with fire and safety regulations. We welco,m e and are Wendell Hill, director
Auxiliary Services
very supportive in every way of the
Fire Department in~pections and
assistance, and we rely on their
input to help keep our housing facilities safe from the possibility of fire.
Jim Hollister has stated . "It was
my ·error, pure and simple." Let's
explore how the error was possible.

Thousands of Topics
·
$2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (deli~ery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
<213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Don't foul
with CPD
This letter is written in regard
to your pictorial page in the Feb.
10 issue on the Campus Police. In
the article you state "The men of
the CPD provide protection and
emergency service for the students of Central." In this statement you fail to acknowledge the
fact there is a woman working for
the department.
In my opinion, your newspaper
is being very sexist in ·making a
statement like the one quoted ·
above. - In the future I hope your
newspaper will be_more careful in
statements it makes. These are
the kind of statements that prolong the inequality between the
sexes.

Thank you,
Jerry .Scheuer1nan

There's
no

Magic._~

~llensburg warehouse
402 south main

WASHINGTON
BIRTHDAY
SALE
TERRIFIC SAVINGS
FOR THE
HOUDAY
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Studying ...

Could it be Spring?
The typical Ellen.sburg Winter iust wa~n't, but a nice Spring
day came along Monday. It was a warm day, and Central
students were quick to take advantage of it. It's good to
I

know the best of Spring ~s still ahead!

Learning a skill ...

,,

Killing time ...

Or a game of tennis?
A game of frisb.e-e ...

Campus C_rier; Feb. 17, 1~77; page 7

Arts & Entertaintnent
Music Menu
I have to confess that sometimes
I fail to realize that there 0 is" very
fine music in the rock-n-roll world
besides the very diverse offerings
of the many American fixtures on
the rock scene. ,
Within the past few years, I
have especially come to appreciate
the music from our friendly neighbors from up north in Canada.
Gordon Lightfoot, Bu:r:ton Cum/ mings, Randy Bachman have all
individually enriched the rock-n-

Reese Colbo

.roll age of which we ar~ a part. Turney. The album is on the
I ·would like to present my Mushroom label, which _recently
opinions on yet another successful enjoyed a huge financial windfall
Canadian group that has been from the last Heart effort. The
around for a long time, yet is Chilliwack album might be another
virtually unknown south of the such bonanza.
On the album, one cut that
Canadian border. The group is
Chilliwack, with their. latest ·Ip really should make a splash in the ,
entitled Dreams, Dreams, Dreams US, esp.ecially on AM, is California
.
The album was recorded in Girl.
The song, written by Bill _HenVancouver, B.C. with Chilliwack
members Bill Henderson, Howard dersqn, exhibits his strong lead
Froese, Glenn Miller and Ross vocals in a manner that even Brian
Wilson and the Beach Boys would ·
love.
California Girl shows the soft
Henderson vocals, and the light
and mellow sound characterized
by the likes of the Beach Boys.
It is very hard for a group- to
utilize the Beach Boys style and
by another person. the scenes delivery, yet not come across as a ·
were filmed in Ellensburg and meager second-rate edition. Chilly akima.
Jackson used areas iwack deserves recognition and
frequented by large numbers of applause for being able to adapt
people such as grocery stores, tlw Brian Wilson influence and
some Yakima shopping malls and tailoi: it to their own means.
Besides California Girl, the
Central's campus.
"About a third of the film is group does a nice, pleasant job on
devoted to staged proxemic viola- the other tracks. No~ I take that
tion situations in which confeder- back. They sing and perform very
ates were used to deliberately nicely, _a nd get the distinct imviolate our spatial norms," said pression that the album is "not" a
job,_ but rather ~ E.leasure.
Jackso~1.
Jackson developed an interes+, in
Tune in at 7:30 pm on, th~ albu~
proxemic space when he realized .i t preview . show on KCWS, FM-91
is so universal, and yet it is a tonight and give a critical listen or
personal area of our.lives virtually just sit back and enjoy the
unexamined.
mellowness,
if . you
like.

\'~
·.

Film release near
A film produced by a Central
student dealing with proxemic
space is soon to be released to the
~A. V. Library for viewing.
Ra~p .. Jackson, a Central sociology major, recently completed the
work on his film entitled 'Proxemic
World'. Jackson has spent the fast
three and a half years researching,
filming and producing the film.
According to Jackson, "the film
deals with an essentially unexamined aspect of our social existence:
the ways in which we manage the
space around ourselves".
The filtn · candidly shows .an
individual's reactions to the violation of ~he space close to ~is body

'Tbat's Entertainment'

Everything from music to films
Thur~. Feb. Ii
A preview of A Little Night
Music will be given in the SUB pit
at 12 pm.
Papilljon will be the feature
movie in the SUB pit. Show times
are 7 and 9 pm. Admission is $1.
Opeining night for A Little
Night Music begins this evening as
the doors open at 8:30 to McConnell Auditorium. Admission
be
$3 general admission $2 students.
Showing will include tonights and ·
will run through the 19th and
continue again the 24th throug.f1
i,he 26.

will be 7 and 9 pm in the SUB
theatre with a $1 admission fee.
The .movie will be shown througn
the 25th.
Thurs., Feb. 24
The percussion ensemble will be
_performing in the SUB pit at noon.
Mon .• Feb. 28
Cur?stone will .. feature guest

Terrie Fraser, pianist, will i;;performing her senior recital in
Hertz Hall at 8 pm. Admission is
f:~e.
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BJU, MOELLF.R portraying Mark Twain.

SPOTLIG_HT

Twain bears'flavor'
By MICHELLE BRUNSON
Once Bill Moeller, who portrayed Mark Twain, began his
series of short lectures, the audience left the 20th century and
found •themselves surrounded by
the flavor and aroma of the 1800's.
. From the very nature ot
Moeller's walk, to his white-vested
suit, it seemed as if Mark Twain
were alive. Moeller did an excellent job in capturing the essence of
Twain.
The taste of watermelon and the

LIBERTY Theatre

wetness of tears were experienced
by the audience through Moeller's
use of descriptive words. An
e~ecially
moving moment as
Moeller told of the death ofTwain's
daughter, Joan, was an off-beat to
the humorous antics of Twain's
youth.
'
Moeller brought everyone a
little bit closer to the glamour and
hardships 9f Twain's world. Cultural entertainment at its finest
and the exceptional perfo~mance
of Moeller captivated the audience.

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
SHOW STARTS AT 7:00

~--'
tie's havingsuchaWolldetful \:·-----~,~~~--~
'

crime... it's a shame to call the police! ~
WALT'"~~SNO

*************'''**************************
THE
rvyo
PITCHERS FOR O~E
.
.

will

Tues., Feb. 22
Mike Gish, vocalist, will perform
his senior redtal in Hertz Hall at 8
pm. Admission is free. ,
Wed., Feb. 23
Magical Mystery Tour and .
Reefer Madness will be feartured
movies of the week. Show time

speaker LeLand Slind from Reynold's Aluminum. The lecture will
begin at noon in the SUB pit.
Tues., March I
·
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BUE NA v1::_il A OISTAIBUT10N CO lNC

Drink TWO and

i ~~~ Ex~::ar:::7.:;:y

©W.'.llt Disney Produc11ons

~

DONALD DUCK
JGSE CARIDCA
and PANCHITO

'1iCHNiCOIDR.®

.

STARTS WEDNESDAY Ft>b. ·23

ONE

1Witt••••••*************************************

WOODY ALLEN
The Village

THE F

NT

OPEN 6:45 925-4598
SHOW S1'ARTS 7:00 & 9:10

WE CAN HELP!
LOWER. YOUR FOOD Bill
V2gal 66¢
GRADE A MILK
V2-gal 67¢
2% MILK
V2gal 67.¢
PAST·/HOMO MILK
¢
Y2'g al
CHOCOLATE MILK
91

Winegar'S·n

-----··.

food coupons

accepted

located Just 8 Blocks

411W.11111 •• 121-1121'

--

Open Monday thru Saturday 1 pm to 7 pm
..

-

.

--

.

·:;.

-~-

.

STARTS w1m
.
FEBRUARY 2a Clmt

,
d
,fastwoo in The_Enforcer ·
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Saving energy
-s aves money

RULE ONE ... YOU wsu..

B'S: EXP£CT'ED \0 ACT Li~
6/RL.c;
P~C>PE.~ TRA I tJ U~G-
BLA BL.A ~LA bl-A €CT. o a o

ar

Trying to save energy is an idea energy-conscious or it won't do any
that Central's housing ·mainte- good for us to place energy-saving
nance department has been follow- devices in the housing facilities.
ing for a long time.
"There must be a combination of
"It's been our policy to save students' efforts and our efforts in
J energy in order to save money for
order to save energy."
several years," said Jake Harris,
Harris 'noted that students should
Central housing maintenance su- notify his department if there are
. pervisor, "and we 've never slacked any problems with the heating or
off on it."
plumbing equipment. He added that
He said tlrat in order to saye if a radiator is turned off, it takes
energy, "the heat is turned down as three hours to cool down .
. far as possible without making the
' '. I suggest that the temperature
living quarters unsafe.
be kept at about 60 degrees at night
"During breaks, when there is no and between 65 and 70 degrees durschool in session, we cut back the ing the day," he said. "This makes
heat even further,'' Harris said. He bet.tersleeping, the windows should
added that the heat isn't turned so be kept closed. If the person needs
far back that it will cause damage to fresh air, the door can always be
the buildings.
opened to the hall ''
"Our policy is to save energy any
"It's really up to the students
way we can,'' he said, ''but we have
to have the cooperation of the about saving energy because there
isn't really anything we can do," he
students."
explained.
"We can't go into .the
Referring to the need for student
participation in the conservation of rooms without permission and
energy, Harri's cited several ex- check on the students to see if they
amples where students have been are wasting ~nergy."
Constantly reminding peoole for
negligent in wasting energy . "You
can walk around campus and see the last several years about enermany examples of energy wasted. . conservation , the housing mainte"When the windows are opened nance department, "to my knowlwith the radiator left on, the heat is edge, hasn't put out any fliers on the '
escaping and is wasted. Another subject," Harris said.
example is the student who puts a
"About 75 percent of the relarge light bulb in the place of a - sponsibility for saving energy lies
small one,'' he explained, ''and this on the students themselves because
is using more energy and causes the no matter what we do, we need their
bulb to burn faster .''
full cooperation.
Energy-saving devices that had
"We're always open for suggesbeen placed on faucets and in the tions about ways to save more
showers have been removed . energy and we're certainly willing
according to Harris, · who con- to listen to any ideas," Harris continued, "The student-a must be cluded.
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Mingling forbidden in 1936
After each social affair, please
By GARY FISHER
"No girl may attend a public return to your place of residence
dance, and a girl with proper immediately. This refers to all
training will not scream and make kinds of entertainment and athletherself an annoyance to others."
ic events.
Women's dorms are expected to
These rules, customs and courtesies were taken from the 1936 be quite enoug_h for study and
Central Washington College of sleep from 7 pm until 6:30 am.
Naturally it is expected that
Education freshman handbook.
Other rules were:It is courteous musical instruments and typewritfor a younger person to rise when ers will not be used during quiet
members of the faculty or older hours and water taps will not be
turned on after 10: 15 pm.
people enter the room.
Bedroom slippers will be worn
Rise if they address you if you
are seated at your dinner table or in the halls between 9:30 and 6:30
am.
at an_y other time.
Young men callers may be
Al.w ays allow then to ·go -ahead
of you through a door and if ·received on Friday and Saturday
possible, open the door for them. evenin~s from 7-11 pm and daily
after the library closes from
9:30-lOpm.
.
·
on: .evenings when there is a
concert or student entertainment,
men are requested not to visit the
women's dormatories during the
hours of entertainment.
Women students are not expected to visit men's dormatories.
After 10 pm, telephones are not to
be used and no smoking in state
buildings.
There were rules for off-campus
students as well:
College men and women must
not room in the same house. Men
callers may be received during the
oay from 4:30 to 6 pm.
No girl may attend public dances and no girl shall leave town
without the permission of the dean
of women. This includes weekend
trips and going home on vacations.
The city of Ellensburg had
similar rules or ordinances in 1885
that applied to citizens oLthe city:
AU male inhabitants of Ellensburg between the ages of 21and50
are required to pay a four dollar
road poll tax.
According to the ordinances it is ·
unlawful to ride or drive any horse
mare or mule in or upon the
streets within Ellensburg faster
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than traveling gait, or ride them
into any drinking saloon or house.
No person may roam the streets
between the hours of 10 pm and 4
am during the months of April,
May, June, July, August or September of any year.
No person may roam the streets
between the hours of 8 pm to 5 am
during the months of Oct., Nov.,
Dec., Jan., Feb. and March of any
year.
It is unlawful to leave teams of
ho'r ses, saddle or beasts of burden
unhitched within the.city of Ellensburg.
No person, at any time, may ride
a bicycle past or along any
pedestrian or across any sidewalk
within the city limits.
No person shall wear any hat or
bonnet in any theater or other
room used as a place of public
amusement or entertainment~
It is unlawful fQr_ keepers of
music halls, saloons, beer halls and
bar rooms to allow prostitutes to
congregate in them.
It is unlawful for anybody to
deposit any foul or harmful matter
upon any street or lot within the
city of Ellensburg.
There will be no music m
saloons, beer halls or drinking
houses.
In 1914, the city · of Ellensburg
established the position of city
scavenger. His job was to collect
and dispose of rubbish, human and
animal waste and dead animals.
There are a total of 2,851 city
ordinances in the books dating .
from 1885 to 1971.
Special thanks goes to Gertrude
Erekson, city clerk and treasurer;
Nancv Nickerson, as~istant maps
and · docume~ts librarian; and
Richard"Waddle, dean of libraries,
for their help in l~cating these
documents.
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Last home g_
a me
set for Feb. 21
Led by its two senior forwards,
Dave Oliver and Les Wyatt, the
Central Wildcats rolled up Evergreen Conference victories number nine and 10 last weekend at
Nicholson P,av,ilion.
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t_he scoring column in Friday's win
over SO. Along with Oliver and ,
Wyatt, senior center Steve Johansen dumped in 14 points and
hauled down 16 boards. Central
never trailed against the much
weaker Oregon school. With substitutes flowing in and out, theWildcats managed a 49-34 halftime
lead.

With Wyatt pumping in 21
points and Oliver 17, Central
pounded Southern Oregon (SO),
96-69 last Friday. On Saturday the
Wildcats virtually nailed down at
Saturday's win over OT was
least a tie for the Conference much more important for Central,
championship by dumping Oregon and v~ry ~pleasing to coach Dean
____ Niclfolson. The Wildcats shot a
Tech (OT), 83-71.
blistering 63 per cent from the
Oliver 'Vas the hot hand against field in the first half to hold a 10
Oregon "---Tech, contributing 20 point lead. OT managed to get
points and 11 rebounds. Wyatt within six points early in the
added 16 points along with seven second half but that was as close as
they could get. The win was the
boards.
fifth straight for Central, along
Central remains tied with with the 13th in the last 14
Eastern Washington for the con- games.
ference lead with one game reThe Wildcats final home game
maining, against winless Eastern
will be Monday night against
Oregon.
Eastern Oregon. Game time is
The Wildcats had 10 players in 7:30, at Nicholson Pavilion.

\

Cats seize ECSC title
Despite trailing after the first
two days of action, the favored
Central swimmers rebounded to
capture the Evergreen Conference
Swimming Championships last
weekend at Southern Oregon College.
The Wildcats finished the four
team event with 598 points.
Southern Oregon was a close
second with 592. Other teams
entered were Eastern Washington
and Oregon College of Education.
EdW alstead and Eric Tracy
were ~ig winners for Central, both
winning two races. Walstead captured the 500 freestyle and the 200
backstroke while Tracy won the 50
and 100 freestyle.
Other winners for the Wildcats
were: Jerry White, 400 individual
medley; Russell Ferguson, 100
butterfly; Chuck White, 1650 freestyle and Roger Colburn, 200
butterbly. In addition Central also
captured all three relays, the 400
medley and the 400 and 800
freestyle.
"I'm really happy with the way
we came back," said Wildcat Coach
Bob Gregson. "After the first day
we were 27 points back and six

Gymnasts
on to

points behind after two days."
Gregson was also pleased with
the performances of freshmen
Fred Cowell and Brett Hammond.
"We had a few swimmers who
stayed behind to catch up on some
school work and those two really
came on and got us some important points. Both swam the butterfly events," added Gregson.
Next on the agenda for Central
will be the Northern Pacific
Championships at the University
of Washingto-n. Following that will
be on to Minnesota for Nationals.
Currently 13 Wildcats have qualified.
The swimmers who will _make
the trip are: Eric Tracy, Mike
Walstead, Ed Walstead, Perry
Garso, Craig MacDonald, Craig
Weishaar, Jerry White, Chuck
White, Bruce Tinsley, Craig Benson, Scott Shake, Roger Colburn
and Russell Ferguson.

............

Grapplers get pinned by UW
Central wrestlers closed out
regular season duel meet last
Friday night in Seattle as the
University of Washington downed
the Wildcats, 29-7.
The performance did't really
please Wildcat Coach.Eric Beardsley, who felt his team should have
split the ten individual matches
with the Huskies.
"I really thought we could win
half of the matches. It wasn't one
of our better performances,"
stated Beardsley.
Central was again without the
services of two-time All-American
Kit Shaw. Shaw is out with a
reoccuring knee injury. It is pos- _
sible, however that he will be back
in the lineup for this weekend's
Conference meet or the National
meet next week in Cheney.
Central's two wins came from
Joe Sanford and Mike Wilson.
Sanford, who wrestles the 142pound division, downed Jim
Wuerth, 8-3. Wilson, heavyweight,
defeated Dave Barrett.
th~ir

Last weekend the Central team
was in Cheny in a four-way meet
Eastern, U of Idaho and Oregon
State. Eastern won the meet with
126. 75 points followed by Oregon
State's 121.80. Central finished
fourth with 80.85.
"We looked fairly well except
for the bars, we need more work at
them," said Central Coach Dee
Johns.
Thus far Central has qualified
three gymnasts for the regional
meet · in two weeks in Missoula
Montant: Tina Laroque in vaulting
and balance beam and Kit Boudreaux and Cheri Keeling in
vaulting.

tough.
"But I feel if we wrestle like we '
can, we'll be up there," said
Beardsley.

Takara's
Peugeot ' s
Bicycles ·Repairs ·Sales· Service
Closed Monday's - 307 N. Main - 925-3326

A new line in

STEAK
DINNERS

town is offered
from BERRYS

Wednesdays and Thursdays

one steak dinner and get a second

10 0 •••• So bring a friend

*'3LAZERS
*SKIRTS
*VESTS
*PANTS
*BLOUSES

Expires March 27, 1977

regionals
The Central Women's gymnastics team will host Portland State
this Saturday at 11 am upstairs at
Nicholson Pavilion.

"Both those performances really
pleased me. They were good
matches," added the Central
Coach.
Beardsey added that because
the National tourney is in this
state this year, no qualifying meet
will be held.
As far as the EVCO meet this
weekend, Beardsley feels that
Eastern_ Washington (ranked second nationally) has to be the
favorite. Also last year's champion, Southern Oregon, will be

ORIG.I NAL
J·EWELRY
DESIG·NING

* PRECIOUS STONES

co/ors of off white
and powder blue

starting at 18.00 up.
:

*GUARANTEED WORK

Art o.f Jewelry
DOWNTOWN

309 N.Pearl

BANK CARDS WELCOME
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Women cagers fall to WW
In the early going Central held a
10, Carol Duncan had 7 and Kim
6-0 lead.
They contained the
Grant added 6 points.
Western offense "very well" said
The Wildcats, now 7-8 for the
Coach Pat Lacey. Central used a
season, travel to Boise State and
full court press throughout most of
Eastern Oregon this weekend.
the game. They kept their offense
Their remaining regular season
games will be at home Feb. 25
alive but lost momentum in the
against the U of Washington at
final half.
In the game against Seattle 7:30 pm and Feb. 26 against the
Pacific, Coach Lacey said, "They· Cougars from Washington State
The Western attack was again really worked hard but missed University at 3 pm.
led in scoring by Joanie Slagle some crucial baskets in the closing - March 3-5 they will travel to
with 19 points. Wapato senior, minutes."
the U of Idaho for the NCWSA
Margina Young led Central's ofEastern Area Tournament, and on
fense with 12 points, while Lisa
Cheryl Mercier led the Central March 11-12 they will be at Boise
Smith and Cheryl Mercier each scoring attack with 11 points, Lisa State trying to qualify for nationSmith and Colleen Hall both put in als.
added 11.

The Central women's basketball
team fell to Western Washington
for the second consecutive week.
Central, which lost to Weste:r_n by
25 points a week ago lost a much
closer contest 72-66, in Bellingham
last Friday. On Saturday they lost
a "close thrilling game" to
Seattle Pacific 54-53 in Seattle.

Five Dr.-patient talks set
CENTRAL'S COLLEEN HALL reaches over the outstretched
fingertips of her opponent to tip the ball to a teammate [photo by
George May].

Drawings sought
Spokane Falls Community College (SFCC) is presently accepting
drawings from college artists in
the Northwest region for entry in
its annual drawing competition,
according to Bill Kent, exhibit
coordinator.
Entries will be
displayed in an Exhibition of
Drawings to be held in the SFCC
Gallery from March 3 through
March 31.
Kent, who noted that there is
already indication of a good turnout, said that to be eligible for the
competition artists must be enrolled in a <;ollege in the state of

Washington, Idaho, Montana or
Oregon: Entries must be received
po later than Feb. ·2a.
All entries will be reviewed by
well-known juror Marcia Tucker,
curator of the Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York City.
Tucker will lecture Wed., March .
2, at 2 pm in the SFCC Student
Center. · Her topic will be "The
New York Art Scene." The public
is welcome to attend.
Entries and further information
may be obtained from the SFCC
art department, 45~-6100.

Two Central departments, along
with the Ellensburg Public Library and several other Kittitas
County groups, are sponsoring an
informal five session program on
doctor-patient relationships scheduled to begin Feb. 23 at the
Ellensburg Public Library.
The program is scheduled for
three consecutive Wednesdays,
Feb. 23, March 2 and March 9, and
will conclude on March 30 and
April 6.
Each session of the
program will cover a different
aspect of patients and their doctors, and will be highlighted by
small group discussions.
Each
session will also feature a different
approach to the topic, such as role
playing, panelists, slide shows and
films.
The program, which is free of
charge, will open Feb. 23 with the
topic: You, Your Health, Your
Doctor. This session will feature
role playing and small group
discussions. The March 2 session

An Air Force way to give more value to your
college life and college diploma.
• Scholarships
• $100 a month tax-free allowance
• Flying instruction
• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a cha llengi ng field, navigation ... missiles
... sciences ... engineering
• Graduate degree programs
•Good pay ... regular promotions
,
. . . many tangible benefits
•Travel
CONTACT:

Hajor Richard E. Gray

?~terson

!.lall ftl02, PH %3-231!~

c~rsc

will focus on the questions laymen
may have concerning their doctors, such as; the decision of
treatment, emergency room . procedures, important symptoms and
self-help medical skills. On March
9 the program will turn to the
topic of children-parent-doctor relationships and the discussion of
how to involve the child in his or
her own health care. The final two
sessions on March 30 and April 6
will deal with human sexuality,
sex and communication.
According to Alice Yee, director
of the Central Women's Center,
the program is an excellent opportunity" for people to get together
and discuss the problems and
responsibilities they must face as
patients.
"We want to provide," said Yee,
"an opportunity in different settings, for people to talk with each
other doctors, and about how to
get the most out of medical
service."

"This program," continued Yee,
"will tell you what you should
know and what you ~hould exp~ct
from your doctor. We want to
help patients define their responsibilities. The main thrust of the
program will be discussions.
There will be many opportunities
for everyone to get involved in
small group discussions."
Each session of the program
begins at 7:30 pm, is open to all
members of the public and is free
of charge. More information may
be obtained from the Ellensburg
Public -Library at 925-6141, or the
Central Women's Center at 9631403.

Loc·a l talents

-may be
gonged
Members of the Gong Show cult
and local talent (preferable with a
taste for the bizarre) will be
delighted to know that an· attempt
is being made to have someone
from Central appear on the Gong
Show .
Steve DeCou, owner of the Pizza
Mia, has proposed the idea of
sponsoring try-outs on campus in
order to decide on an act that
would be suitable to appear on the
TV show.
Judges would probably include
personalities selected from the
college and local community. DeCou has suggested that auditions
be held over a period of five weeks
with "the best of the worst" picked
on the sixth week.
If the producers of the Gong
Show like the the idea and decide
to have the winner on their show,
DeCou will pay for the winner's
trip to Hollywood. The person
selected from Central would then
-.......-...........-.. be eligible for a sizeable cash prize.

•
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1977-78 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS.
Applications for financial aid for
1977-78 are available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge 209. . Students
who are applying for financial aid
at Central for the 1977-78 school
year must complete the confidential statement and the Central
application form. Deadline date
for submission is March 1, 1977.
Late applications will be accepted,
but awards to late applicants will
.depend solely on availability of
funds after awards have been
made to "on time" ·applicants.
Undergraduate students are also
required to complete BEOG application forms.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
The Student Employment Office
in Barge 101 is ' a full-time office
handling all factions of student
employment including work-study,
·on/off campus employment and
summer employment. Any registered student in need of a job
should seek assistance from the
office. In just over four months of
operation . the ::5tudent Employment Office has averaged over 40
per cent in job placement.
To be eligible for employment a
student must meet the following
requirements: (1) For on-campus
employment undergraduates must
carry a minimum of 12 credits;
Graduates must carry a minimum
of 10 credits (2) On-campus employment must have · secured
clearance from the student employment office (3) On-campus jobs
are limited to 19 hours a week
(max.). Minimum wage for on-campus jobs is $2.30 hr. (4) Federal
guidelines restrict students receiving financial aid, from working
on-campus (5) All registered students (and student spouses) are
eligible for off-campus jobs
Some tips for students seeking
employment:
(A) Availability of jobs is highest
at the beginning of ea<,:h quarter.
(B) The Job Board, just outside the
employment office, should be
checked regularly (employment
turn around is high).
(C) If a student has plans of
working next quarter, keep it in
mind at registration; try to keep a
block of hours open. •
(D) Most off-campus jobs require
own transportation.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
A workshop for education majors, consisting of three one-hour
sessions, will be held as follows:
Session I. 4-5 pm, Tues., Feb. 22
Typical job search methods, how
to deal with the hidden job market
self assessment.
Session II. 4-5 pm., Wed., Feb.
23. Letter, resume, telephone contacts.
Session III. 3:45-5 pm, Thurs.,
Feb. 24. Film on interviewing.
All sessions will be presented at
the Career Planning & Placement
Center, Barge 105. Thia will be the
last workshop for educational majors this quarter.

STUDENT DIRECTORIES READY
Central student directories have
arrived! Off-campus students may
pick up their copy in the ASC office
or the SUB information booth. Students living in campus residence
halls should see their dorm staff for
copies.
Information printed in the directories is published for the use of
Central students. staff and faculty
only.

Students planning to enroll for
spring quarter at the Mexico
Instructional Center in Quadalajara are encouraged to submit
their applications as soon as possible to International Programs,
Peterson 202. Deadline for application is March l, and an
orientation will be held that eve_ning.

SEATTLE ATTORNEY TO SPEAK
winnie the pooh festival
Dan P. Danilov, a Seattle atThe Ellensburg Day Care Cen- torney, will speak to all interested
ter will present its second annual students on Friday, Feb. 25. at 7: 30
Children's Midwinter Festifal on p.m. in SUB 210.
Danilov will discuss new immiSat., Feb. 26 between 10 am and 3
pm in the multipurpose room at gration laws in the United States.
Brooklane Village.
· The speaker is being brought to
The theme for the festival will you by the A.S.C., political science
again be "A visit to Winnie the department, Asian American Club.
Asian Studies Council, InterPooh's, 100 Aker Wood."
Included at the festival will be national Program~. and the Cenart activities, booths, a bake sale, a tral history department.
clown and special hot air balloon
QUESTIONS ON AID
rides from 1-3 pm weather permitting.
· Staff members from the finanAdmission will be 50c/for chil- cial aid office will be available on
dren with adults admitted free.
Feb. 17 from_4 to 5 pm in Grupe
Conference Center fo answer general questions students may have
SUMMER WORK STUDY
on financial aid. They will also
EMPLOYMENT
assist students in filling out finanThose students interested in cial aid applit>::otinn'>.
being placed on a college work
study job (part-time or full-time)
for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge 101, between March 10 and
April 22. An information sheet will
be available explaining eligibility,
process for applying, etc.

SUMMER NDSL LOAN
APPLICATIONS

There will be a Communications
Club meeting today, Feb. 17, at 2
pm in Edison 306. All .interested
people are invited to attend.
LITTLE NIGHT-MUSIC
Date changes of the drama
dept. 's winter production of A Little
Night Music are, opening: Feb. 24,
25. 26 and March 3. 4. 5.

EXIT INTERVIEW
INFORMATION

If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an appointment for an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to the second floor of Mitchell. The
office is located just behind the
cashier's cage near the accounting
section.

PLACEMENT CENTER
. INTERVIEWS
The following employers will be
interviewing on campus· on the
date listed. Sign-up sheets are
posted one week, to the day,
before the interviews.
Mar. 1-Goodyear Tire & Rubber. Business majors, management training.
Mar. 3-4-First National Bank of
Oregon. Management training positions. Business majors, or liberal
arts with coursework in business.

CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL
The Ellensburg Day Care Center in Brooklane Village is sponsoring the second annual Children's Arts and Crafts Festival for
children 2-8 years of age on Sat.,
Feb. 26 from 10 an to 3 pm.

That's our ADVE'T
[BI1lcl n

SONVe

Sy$tem!

· BEOG APPLICATIONS
1977-78
Applications for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant are
now available in the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial
Aid for the 1977-78 school year. All
undergraduate students are eligible to apply. All undergraduate
student applying for other types of
financial aid are required to submit a BEOG application. All notifi"
cation of BEOG eligibility must be
sent to the Office of Financial Aid
whether it indicates eligible or
ineligible. Awards of financial aid
will not be made to undergraduate
student until the Financial Aid
Office has the Basic Educational
Opportunity Student Eligibility
Report.

Specializing in
Chinese Food1
AIJO ... American Food1

In terms of she~r enjoyment per dollar spent, this Is one of the finest values we've
ever offered! Each component In this excellent system was selected for Its outstanding performance among all Its competitors. The whole Is even greater than
the sum of Its parts.
To learn the reasons for such satisfying sound .at so reasonable a price, start with
the Advent/3 speakers. They are the least expensive speakers we know of with really accurate, believable sound - surprisingly close to Advent's more expensive
speakers! The SONY STR 1800 am/fm r•celver has power enough to drive the
Advents to generous levels, plus jacks for tape deck and headphones.
The B.l.C. 920 belt-drive, programmable turntable is another overperformed
Equipped ~ith base, dust cover and Shure M75 cartridge, it operates gently and
quietly in manual, repeat or stack modes.

If you've been waiting untll you could afford a really great-sounding stereo, why not
drop In for a llsten? Your wait just may be overl

·•·YAMAHA HP-2

TIME PURCHASE PLAN:
s3&.80 DOWN
s29.31 PER MONTH

Light, comfortable, thrllllngl

12 payments at 12% on a~proved credit.
Deferred Payment Price $388.52

RECOMMENDED
HEADPHONES

ats45~o

207 N. Main, Ellensburg, Wn.
PAK AND HONG HUIE

-

COMMUNICATION CLUB

·SPRING QUARTER
GRi\_DUATI.ON APPLICATIONS
B.A. Degree applications are now
being accepted in the Registrar's
Office for spring quarter 1977 graduation. The deadline for all spring
applications is April 8.

Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student Loans
may be picked up from March
10, 1977, to April 22, 1977, in the
Office of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid, Barge 209. · To
qualify for a loan, applicants must
have been enrolled spring quarter
1977 at Central. The deadline for
submission of the aid applications
to the Office of Financial Aid is
April 29, 1977.

Resfau'tant

noon
noon
noon
noon

SENIOR EVALUATIONS

· Requests forseniorevaluations in
Bachelor of Arts or Science programs should be turned into the
Registrar's Office between now and
March 11. 1977, to assure completion of evaluations before spring
quarter registration.

BOLD Sound, MODEST Pricel

1ea qa't~en

Phone 925-2090

SPRING QUARTER IN MEXICO

9:30 p.m. Tues. - Thurs.
12:30 a.m. Friday
1 a.m. Saturday
9 p.m~ 'Sunday

OPEN:

10:30 - 5:30
Mon-Sat
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Each of these adven1se<J
itemsisrequiredtobe readily
available for sale at or below
·fhe advtnised price in each
Albertson's store. except as
specifically noted 1n this ad

We Sime to have on
sufficient stock of a,jve~1se~
rnerchand1se II tor a'l~ •eason we are out o• stock a
RAIN CHECK will be issued
enabling you to b~'y the item
at the advertised price as

~anct
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RECORDS

5% OFF
with the purchase
of two or- more records
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and Tapes

water beds& furniture

we buy sell and _trade records & tapes
51 O N. Ruby St. ·o pen 11-7
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